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F. Scott Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday 
dead at 44. 
 
my gatsby never bloomed, 
my strange fruit never ripened 
all too mortal at 44. 
 
wishing that flowers never die 
is wishing for no flowers 
 
 
 



The last night at Snow’s 
 
it was always worth crossing the bridge. 
for the lights and the bells 
and the mirrors and the masks 
the pinks and the blues, the shimmering silver 
 
on the balcony for the last time 
what became a familiar view 
of the riverside turning incandescent as the night falls 
to the rhythm of the floating life, the 
ferries and barges and dredges. 
They will continue 
but unobserved from this railing it will be different 
 
they dance swing to the blues 
pushing tired feet against these wooden boards 
because they won’t get these boards dusty again 
 
the ghost of gigs past 
in a place where each and every gig was a good one 
(which is hard to say of many places) 
 
the white shirt resplendent 
his body willing but fatigued, the smile still as wide 
it’s been a long few days 
 
and then the announcement, for the last time: out of beer 
 
for the last time, 
the lights and the bells 
and the mirrors and the masks 
the pinks and the blues, the shimmering silver 
 
it was always worth crossing the bridge 



I wouldn’t mind a little rain today 
 
I wouldn’t mind a little rain today 
to wash some dust 
to tidy the air 
 
I wouldn’t mind a little rain today 
to empty the streets 
and rinse the paths 
 
I wouldn’t mind a little rain today 
to cleanse the sky 
and soften the greens 
and draw out the hidden purples 
and gently coax the aquamarines from the 
grey 
 
I wouldn’t mind a little rain today 
to make alley-creeks and raise the river 
 
I wouldn’t mind a little rain today 
to let the dreams dance between raindrops 
like children scampering under downpipes 
and swimming in intersections 
 
I wouldn’t mind a little rain today 
to keep me right here 
a little longer 
as the day 
passes 
 



 
 
Seeking be my compass 
 
Finding more solace 
in the unknown 
than the known 
 
Leaving the flatlands for mountains and 
jungles, 
crossing oceans wideopen like mind 
 
Anticipating the mysterious 
esoteric embrace 
of unbelievable things that are truer than 
yesterday 
 
Seeking 
be my compass 
 
the way is paved with experiences, 
the only things we truly own 
 



  

dangling threads of alternate lives 

dangling threads of alternate lives: 

from the plans that came to nothing, 
to the little decisions that changed directions. 

the advice not taken 
and the applications rejected, 
the active choices and 
the inspired leaps. 

shopping lists torn up 
and wishings abandoned. 

sometimes the futures untaken 
sit muttering on the sidelines 
denouncing the present 
as fraudulent and phony 
and sometimes 
they are right 

some trains wait 
in the station 
until you find your way back 
to the platform. 

some ships have sailed, 
and already gained the horizon, 
swift with the wind of regret. 

some dreams recur 
and recur 
until the twisting thread we follow 
leads us down the winding path 
to walk, 
for a while, 
in long anticipated grace 

 



 
 
So clarity can come seeping 
 
so clarity can come 
seeping like sunlight 
through dawn blinds 
 
it can also vault the fence, 
rush to ring the bell, 
and require a signature 
 
sometimes clarity is delivered by the 
truckload 
box after box lifted 
from slab to front door 
demanding immediate unpacking 
 
and once in a while it comes 
like coffee delivered to your table 
with a little shock of surprise (quicker than expected) 
to then be savoured 
in the midmorning sun 
 
 



 
La Palette, Odeon 
 
in many ways, just another clear blue sky 
but a different kind of blue. 
a blue invented here, 
a place where the invention of such thing 
is firstly conceived, 
then believed and argued, 
then achieved, and 
transcended. 
 
there are few straight lines, 
there is music that is never the same twice, 
there are smudges and marks on the walls 
that could be from yesterday 
or centuries old. 
 
all the shades of blue are here, 
including the ones yet to come, just as 
all ages live simultaneously 
collapsing into each other 
wave after warm sweet wave 
like archeological honey 
 



 
 
faith in the wind and the water 
 
patches of blue 
and inspiration. 
 
replenishing at deep warm pools, where 
accumulations of reflection 
ripple into clarity, 
and distortions and fractures 
can be melted 
and re-set 
 
I have constructed a quiet room to carry with me, 
sparsely furnished, with a view of the world, 
where the air moves gently but firmly. 
 
lives echo behind, 
evaporating under a new sun 
getting sea legs, getting shipshape, and 
steering for the horizon, 
 
with faith in the wind and the water, 
traveling lighter every day 
 



 
calculation takes flight 
 
how many birds make an omen? 
what colour is destiny? 
then suddenly two butterflies rise from 
the water’s edge 
and fly around each other 
higher and higher 
into the suncloud sky 
until they are too small to see 
and it strains my eyes to look 



 
 
Kampot River, just before twilight 
 
murmurating surface, 
tickled and dotted, 
in a broad, thin dance 
. 
the current, the present, 
still, and still with effervescent teeming 
under spilt light 
. 
the shape changes the colour, 
the colour changes the shape… 
 
the spirit moves on the body of the water 
and, once again, there is light 



 
 
Rue des Cinq Diamants 
 
Four pigeons, three pigeons, 
four pigeons 
are scavenging in patterns, 
absently mongrel shades of lilac 
. 
focused, though: 
digging for gold, 
drilling for oil, 
between damp cobblestones 
and passing cars, 
under sky of chalk which they also ignore 
. 
last night the rain drifted in fine, fine drops, 
hardly more than a mist, 
through thick amber light 
that kept unwinding through the hours 
. 
here below, ever, the work to channel the stream, 
to funnel the energy, 
in order to withstand the strength of malices, 
those interior and exterior forces that are no stranger 
and yet still surprise by merely appearing, quivering, in the doorway, 
where you never left them. 
. 
Bring the cloak of invisibility! The magic wand! Mutter the secret 
incantation! 
. 
Striving to pull answers out of the fire, bright glowing diamonds now, 
instead of letting them burn 
and waiting to sift through the ashes for one’s treasures, 
to find, later, only cool glass beads 
. 
ha! laughable/unphotographable 
three point five pigeons. 
 
 



 
 
Blowing on sparks 
 
blowing on sparks 
to move air, 
blowing on sparks 
to coax a fire 
. 
blowing on sparks 
to chase away darkness 
. 
blowing on sparks 
to make safe harbour, 
a circular hearth in the gathering night 
. 
blowing on sparks 
to raise the spirits, 
blowing on sparks 
to inspire 
. 
blowing on sparks 
to bring forth life 
 



 
 
 
Beauty sleep 
 
to surf on the breezing dust 
to dance on the flame 
to dream with open heart 
. 
a place; a place; a place 
figures in the time(less)scape 
. 
a jungle edge; a cross-dust-roads; 
a stage, air with lurking water 
. 
forever past; forever future 
forever wonder; forever wander 
 



 
 
I used to know so many things 
 
Happiness is not comfort; 
happiness is not having. 
 
Happiness is loving the struggle, 
whether the struggle’s nature is chosen or inflicted. 
 
Tiring of your apricot struggle? 
Trade it in for an articulated lorry struggle, 
A pixel struggle, 
A baptism struggle. 
 
Which came first, the song or the dance? 
I used to know; I used to know so many things 
 



 
swirl-turn-stop 
 
swirl 
turn 
stop and the spinning spins on 
 
all these little pieces of paper accumulating in my pockets, 
covered in numbers and letters and small coloured geometries, 
issuing the gentle scent of the path 
 
swirl 
turn 
stop and the spinning spins on 
 
smear of accents 
across clumps of cameras, rucksacks, and good walking shoes; 
cataloging the evidence to justify 
(poor Mona, having to stare at armpits all day) 
 
swirl 
turn 
stop and the spinning spins on 
 
the television has run out of names 
still pondering the origin of dust 
and the destiny of paint 
 
swirl 
turn 
stop and the spinning spins on 
 
a lively note 
taking flight 
above the beyond 
where white and black 
are the same, 
where up and down 
are equal, 
where near and far 
are both each other 
 
 
swirl 
turn 
stop and the spinning spins on 



 
a seashell full of birdcalls 
a pocket full of rhymes 
 
swirl 
turn 
stop and the spinning spins on 



 
 
 
 
and let us 
 
and let us 
allow each moment 
to build on 
each moment, 
creating the next instant, 
for an instant 
(and repeat) 
 
and let us 
hold in our hearts 
the places we could also be, 
without wishing away where we are 
in favour of where we were 
(there are so many places to be, 
and yet only one) 
 
and let us 
move, or drift, 
with poetry in our soul, 
the better to understand; 
(and logic in our pockets, 
for emergencies) 



 
It will not be titled 
 
it will not be insisted, 
for insistence crushes it 
 
it will not be tied, bound, chained, 
for it flows free, effortlessly escaping 
from all bonds 
 
it will not be discovered from aggressive, impatient search, 
as if looking for misplaced keys or wallet, 
and it will not be uncovered 
through complex description, detailed direction, 
or ruthless discipline 
 
if it ever comes, it comes softly, unannounced, 
and sits quietly waiting to be noticed 
 
it will not appear in its coat of many colours 
in the midst of argument or debate, 
but it may unfurl, unexpected, 
before ignorance and knowledge alike 
 
it is not arrived at by greater efficiencies, or 
improved concurrence, 
by this season’s new colours, or 
a redoubling of efforts to improve 
 
it will not be locked in a cage, 
bedecked with jewels, 
delivered through multiple channels to market, 
or sophisticated and differentiated cleaning products 
 
its song is almost silence, 
a breath in an empty room, 
a single warm note on a mountaintop 
 
it has neither deadlines nor milestones, 
it has no key performance indicators, 
it has no feedback, no awards; 
it is without ownership, 
it mobilises no resources, 
and knows no targets 
it is without glory 
 



it is in between the lines, 
and where the dust settles, 
it is in the gaps, like stray grass 
it taps on the cold glass 
 
it is hiding in plain sight 
it belongs 
 



Wanted: Lead Vocalist 
 
I’ve got Stephen Hawking on keyboards; 
he’ll take it beyond Eno 
 
I’ve got Richard Dawkins on lead guitar; 
so angry, and so righteous... 
but I’ll balance him with Desmond Tutu, 
showing us the love on the slide 
 
I’ve got Angela Merkel on drums; 
keeping it tight 
(with Julian Assange on percussion, behind a curtain) 
 
I’ve got Meryl Streep on the bass; 
she can play anything, and carry the entire ensemble  
on her performance alone 
 
I’m in negotiations to get Carmen Herrera for a guest rap. 
Kofi Annan is confirmed as compere. 
 
I’d like to introduce The Cinematic Horns: 
Spike Lee on trumpet, 
Werner Herzog on trombone, 
Nani Moretti on soprano sax, 
Martin Scorsese on tenor, 
Michael Moore on baritone. 
We’ll be playing on a Tuesday, so Woody can’t make it... 
 
Then we have Paul Keating on the accordion, 
Christine Lagarde on the Hammond Organ, 
and Hun Sen on the fiddle 
 
Ladies and gentlemen, the ethereal choir: 
Nostradamus, Madame Blavatsky, 
the 14th Dalai Lama, Edgar Cayce, 
and Shirley McLaine 
 
It’s my band, so I’m playing rhythm guitar 
Who knows, I might learn something 



 
Funambulist: tightrope walker, 
from the Latin funambul: ropedancer 
 
moving through 
the ever-present present 
 
greeting each snap/slap/whap change in the weather 
like an old friend, 
each day like a new friend 
 
phrases across the stave, 
leaping the bar lines, 
on a ropedancing melody 
perchance to rest, pause, 
breathe and dance on 



 
the door 
 
the door is marked Certainty 
so you believe you are close to it 
and so you knock 
and ring the bell 
and try the handle 
and it opens 
 
behind the door is a door marked Certainty 
and so you believe you are a little bit closer 
and you knock 
and ring the bell 
and try the handle 
and it opens 
 
behind the door is a door marked Certainty 
and so you believe you are a little bit closer 
 
and so the years pass 
but never the fears, 
as you strive for control, for definition, 
for safety and security, for knowing things for certain. 
 
but when you are ready, you can turn away from the door 
and walk across the healing earth 
into the present and the real 
embracing the everchanging 
and knowing no fear 



 
 
the wild horses of Namibia 
 
And so I come to thinking 
of the wild horses of Namibia, 
who opened a window of time 
and took a new name. 
 
Untethered, they explored. 
Fearless and tearless, 
nodding to the limits, 
but discovering nonetheless. 
 
In another place, 
as if underwater, 
breathing smoky air, 
the wild horses of Namibia 
run towards the disappearing horizon 
in search of their destiny 



 
 
once upon a time 
 
I am based on a true story: 
a memoir suspended on 
intermittent verifiable facts 
that may be attributed to reliable sources. 
While the historical record is patchy, 
I am in the database, my existence proven in both  
letters and numbers. 
I am drawn from myth, 
from tales told 
that assume cause and effect, 
that sometimes mistake unfolding as narrative, 
that usually overemphasise judgement and will. 
I blend fiction and fact, 
biography and autobiography, 
historical accuracy and anachronism, 
sitting on the past and staring up at the future. 
 



 
shadows on the looking glass 
 
the shape of the shadow, 
the source of the light, 
the size of the reflection 
 
the time, 
the season, 
the placement 
 
the hours before, 
the plans for later, 
the length of the present 
 
the use of words, 
the use of ears, 
the use of eyes 
 
the shape of the shadow, 
the source of the light, 
the size of the reflection 
 



 
red into purple 
 
reality/unreality seems to be a continuum, 
not either/or. 
looping continuum, spiraling continuum. 
 
as blue slips into green 
as red slips into purple 
as a tear becomes a stain 
as waters meet and mingle names 
suddenly one or another 
 
a dream, 
real as a thought in its own way, 
is certainly as influential 
 
beware the emphatic insistence of reality, 
like a jealous god demanding our obedience. 
then, 
beware the siren song of unreality, 
drawing us towards punishing freedoms 



 
where is the home… for Ari 
 
one day or another 
when I was still younger 
I dropped something, 
it slipped from my mind. Maybe I left it behind somewhere. 
 
it was a gracefully strong idea, 
an elegant and simple idea, 
of both deep destination and reverent return.  
Perhaps it’s still where I left it. 
 
I think I didn’t mind 
when initially I noticed 
that I had misplaced it. I assumed it would show up again 
if it was in any way important. 
 
maybe I thought it was immature 
maybe I thought it was stupid and weak. Maybe I thought I had 
outgrown it. 
 
I see it now in the auras of old photographs, 
in the margins of re-read books, 
lurking in the painted sunsets of favourite films, 
deep in the heart of welcoming poems. 
 
I wish I could remember exactly what it was. 
I remember it was after-bath clean, and 
day-before-birthday exciting, and 
ice-cream delicious, and 
first-kiss thrilling. And it lullaby’d me, and whispered 
that it was safe to sleep. 
 
if I had known how useful it would be 
to soften the darknesses, 
how helpful to soak up the sorrows, 
I’d have tied it to my wrist, 
tattoo’d it to my ankle. 
That is to say, that’s what it must have been. Now that I 
can taste its absence. 
 
because one day or another 
when I was still younger 
I dropped something. I don’t know what it was, but I ache 
for it when the lights go out. 



 
Perhaps it’s still where I left it 
 



 
new life in old tunes 
 
a quiet night 
encourages free choice 
and every song that floats up 
draws out characters from my screenplay 
to dance around the fountain 
 
the lovers and the lovers of life, 
the strivers and the strivers to live; 
collaborators in the ongoing struggle 
of being human 
 
the richness of the moment: 
to be reminded 
of the quiet longings 
for the ones who are elsewhere 
and can never be replaced 
until they reappear, 
while ceaselessly new faces 
colour the air 
and swirl the winds in the sails 
 
together we can bend the frame to make it fit, 
twist the line into a question, 
and again astonish the stars 



 
benevolent blue ghosts 
 
they were lying over and around us, 
hardly distinct from each other at all 
 
a cool, light blue, 
like the colour of the gas on a stove as it burns 
 
sort of a hovering sensation, close. 
benevolent, so not suffocating, 
but that kind of close. 
 
definitely the sense of there being more than one, 
possibly four or five, 
but not separate shapes: 
 
all one shape, 
undulating, like they were swimming underwater. 
or, indeed, that they were the surface of the water 
and we were just below. 
 



 
Kicking through 

observe the east through the eyes of the west; 
observe the west through the eyes of the east. 
above all, observe 

walk on pavements and under skies 
with open nose and curious ears, 
kick through dust and grass and snow 
and let the air disturb your face 

stand back and thrust your arms in deep, 
understand what you can 
without armour of better knowledge, 
and notice that you do not understand 
what you do not understand 

speak to question, not to direct, and 
wipe your perspective spectacles clean 
regularly, and as required 

return and return, 
because we always return 
somewhere, 
to rest 



  

contrast of land  

I grew up in a land 
where history was 
scrubbed thin 
back to the bone 

we discovered 
they said 
a naked land 
unshaped except 
by reasons of geology 
a void upon which 
eventually 
civilisation could be built 

the desert people who had 
crossed the land bridge: 
we did not call them ancestors; 
our ancestors came by sea, 
and lived by the sea 

gradually the land 
became agricultural, commercial 
and civilised. 
except for the desert, 
where the desert people live 

so I grew up in a land 
where time did not pass 
until the importation of the calendar 

now I walk in a land 
where the ancestors 
still stroll ancient paths 

ghosts gather 
as if waiting for 
the casting call for 
a medieval saga 
or costume drama 

the thread is unbroken, 
the accumulations thick, 
towns buried under towns 



streets buried under streets 
time buried underneath 
these footsteps 



 
 
incomplete catalogue of moments and how 

how to judge the moment to massage a moment 
into a moment that will last for more than a moment, 
and how to let a moment drift, 
slip from grip 
gasp like an escaping fish in mid-leap 

how to choose which moments to polish 
and wrap in soft fabrics, 
and which moments to hold loosely but firmly 
with both hands, 
balanced slightly angled to the right, 
then step forward and drop onto the tightly laced boot 
and follow through, follow through, 
and watch the moment sail through 
apparent goalposts, 
perhaps to save the game in the 89th minute, 
or perhaps to fly wide, into the street, 
to be claimed by a passing child 

how to choose which moments to grab 
like a handrail on a passing train, 
and risk horrors of skull and skeleton, 
ripped flesh and squashed brain, 
to chase a moment’s clarity, 
pushed to the sublime by ridiculous act, 
how leave fear on the platform to chase 
a curious dichotomy of exhilaration and waste 

how to reach across a moment, 
ignoring the disagreements 
voiced by the surrounding crowd 
to stroke a moment 
and by belief, 
to know, 
as the surrounding crowd condemns your sanity 

how to harness the spray of each moment, 
to all compass points 
when overheated mind spins 
and casts off seeds that sprout 
or not: 
perhaps lie dormant until ready for form 



 

poem  

this 
this is 
this is a 
this is a poem 
this is a poem that is getting closer by the moment  

this is a poem 
that is not afraid of where it’s going 
this is a poem 
that is not afraid 

this is a poem 
that is taking me 
to undisclosed destinations 
under cover of night 

this is a poem 
that is demanding my allegiance, 
smearing me with butter, 
slipping me under, 
casting me off 

this is a poem 
that is threatening me with the danger 
of confronting my own weaknesses 

this is still a poem 

this is a poem 
that knows 
my greatest triumphs and disasters 
are within 

this poem 
is a marathon 
not a sprint 

this poem 
is a space 
not a shape 



this poem 
is a glow 
not a spark 

this poem has a rhythm all its own 
this poem is dancing alone 
this poem is 
dancing alone 

this poem 
will give me everything 
each time I give a little more 

this poem 
will reward faith 
thousandfold 
and will still be 
giving 

this poem 
is not a riddle 

this poem 
is an epic 

this poem 
is unfolding 
like a day 

this poem 
has the power to transform 
but will not divulge 
its secrets 
easily 

this poem 
fills stadiums 

this poem 
empties rooms 

this poem 
opens windows 

this poem 
is written 
on a window 



this poem 
is written 
on both sides 
of a window 

this poem 
is written on 
both sides 
of an open window 

this poem 
looks different 
from the inside 

this poem 
takes time 
and replies 
with little pieces 
of forever 

this poem 
is hard to believe 
this poem is whispering: 
faith works 
in mysterious ways 

this poem 
softens the triumph of 17, 
soothes the jaded 37 

this is a poem that is getting closer by the moment 
this is a poem 
this is a 
this is 
this 

 
 



 
tigers 

where are the tigers 
that walked at my side 
in what dark night 
did they vanish 
what bright morning 
faded them dry 
where are the tigers? 

there are the tigers 
muscled and scuffed 
back from the dark night 
of being tigers 
back from the bright morning 
of being tigers 
back to my side 
without a word 
there are the tigers 



 

now and then 

mirrors age 
and pass through time 
just like the rest of us 

with words as inexact 
as the ideas behind them 
mumbling forwards 
as we always do 

this mirror 
reminds me 
of a younger man 

tripped by fate 
as it walks past 
stumbling forwards 
as we always do 

gone now 
sometimes gone then 
scratching at polished surfaces 
fumbling forwards 
as we always do 

mumbling stumbling fumbling 
tumbling forwards 
as we always do 



 

song-warmed heart 

a song-warmed heart 
can love a cold sky 
and a wet pavement 

angels watch over 
the singers of tunes 
who gather to unfold 

the ancient lines 
worn bare and true 
and glow with a polish 

undriven by speed 
that willingly take 
the next set of footprints 

as we sing tunes 
handed down from those 
we will never meet 

but who paved our way 
down this wet pavement 
under this cold sky 



 
sketched 

we are sketched 
from nothing 
with a burnt stick 

we are harvested 
from the fields 
with a blunt scythe 

we are cut 
from a bush 
long dry 

we are not all pulling on the same cord 
we are not all opening the same curtain 
we are not all watching the same show 

we are scooped 
from the pond 
and poured recklessly into broken cups 

we are messages 
received in error 
that should be deleted without reading 

we are shouts 
unheard 
from hidden positions, carefully chosen 

we are not all beating the same carpet 
we are not all breathing the same dust 
we are not all drifting on the same curling wave 

we are daubed 
on the walls 
that keep out the barbarians 

we are hung 
out to dry 
in the drizzle 

we are left 
to our own 
devices 



we are not all sweeping the same stables 
we are not all watering the same horse 
we are not all cantering to the same battered rhythm 

we are willing 
even if 
not able 

we are bound 
by stories 
shared 

we are doing 
what we can. 

again: 
we are doing 
what we can 



 
already 

it’s no use sticking a pin in a wave, 
trying, like time, 
to make something now 
when it is already now 
and already here 
and already gone 

the only way to view 
is from a folding distance, 
the waves upon the waves 
draws everything near 
and already here 
and already gone 

look through to the moments 
of intersecting arcs of smiles, 
following the curves 
of the heart 
where it is always 
and already here 
and already gone 



 

some of the parts of the hole through which we are falling, part 
one 

some of the parts of the hole 
through which we are falling, 
the narrow, narrow gap 
between future and past 

where the gears mesh and spin 
and gin-and-tectonics of time and space 
lock horns; 
the shellfish then the tempest, 
the clam before the storm 

the wind rushes up to us, 
as fast as a just-missed bus, 
and we swoop and glide, 
tack and plunge, 
and hover… discussing the colour of the air 
and the existence, or not, of wings. 

close your eyes 
and in the windswept darkness 
count the rings 
that number the years 
of your soul 



 

 

 

the tiny fingers of the heart 
 

the tiny fingers of the heart 
dip themselves in 
spices and wine 
and draw 
on the cave walls of our soul 
the mythic beasts 
that battle in the shadows 
cast by our fateful birth 

as invisible as the sky, 
as vivid as prophecy, 
as potent as absolution 

by fist or cup, 
in clench and splay, 
we follow their dancing line  



 

stage 

in the quiet 
to empty seats 
and dark faces 
I sing songs of you 
through the ages 

moments alive 
as they ever were 
entwined in tunes 
and sitting in lists 

the voice escapes 
through the open summery door 
and drifts through the night 
to follow the river 
and find your inner ear 

 
 



 

 

(and so life, and then what?) 

and sometimes 
the only thing 
that stops 
the surge forward 
is knowing 
that the vacuum 
of the response 
will be infinite. 
but who owns 
this choice? 

 
 


